Verbal Reasoning Type C - code word practice
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If the code for TRIP is USJQ
What is the Code for FALL?  What does ESPQ mean?

If the code for ROAD is URDG
What is the Code for LANE?  What does FDUW mean?

If the code for WALK is XCOO
What is the Code for RIDE?  What does TYLQ mean?

If the code for GRASS is IPCQU
What is the Code for BUNCH?  What does RCVYN mean?

If the code for CLOCK is XHLAJ
What is the Code for WATCH?  What does OEJCQ mean?

If the code for SANDY is HZMWB
What is the Code for CRATE?  What does YILDM mean?

If the code for STEAM is RVBEH
What is the Code for FAINT?  What does FTBII mean?

If the code for CHAIR is XSZRI
What is the Code for TABLE?  What does HGLLO mean?
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Verbal Reasoning Type C - code word practice

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

If the code for TRIP is USJQ
What is the Code for FALL? What does ESPQ mean?

Rule is +1+1+1+1 .... FALL = GBMM ESPQ = DROP

If the code for ROAD is URDG
What is the Code for LANE? What does FDUW mean?

Rule is +3+3+3+3 .... LANE = ODQH FDUW = CART

If the code for WALK is XCOO
What is the Code for RIDE? What does TYLQ mean?

Rule is +1+2+3+4 .... RIDE = SKGI TYLQ = SWIM

If the code for GRASS is IPCQU
What is the Code for BUNCH? What does RCVYN mean?

Rule is +2-2+2-2+2 .... BUNCH = DSPAJ RCVYN = PETAL

If the code for CLOCK is XHLAJ
What is the Code for WATCH? What does OEJCQ mean?

Rule is -5-4-3-2-1 .... WATCH = RWQAG OEJCQ = TIMER

If the code for SANDY is HZMWB
What is the Code for CRATE? What does YILDM mean?

Mirror Image .... CRATE = XIZGV YILDM = BROWN

If the code for STEAM is RVBEH
What is the Code for FAINT? What does FTBII mean?

Rule is -1+2-3+4-5 .... FAINT = ECFRO FTBII = GREEN

If the code for CHAIR is XSZRI
What is the Code for TABLE? What does HGLLO mean?

Mirror Image .... TABLE = GZYOV HGLLO = STOOL
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